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Alan Turing: The Enigma 2014-11-10
a new york times bestseller the official book behind the academy award
winning film the imitation game starring benedict cumberbatch and
keira knightley it is only a slight exaggeration to say that the british
mathematician alan turing 1912 1954 saved the allies from the nazis
invented the computer and artificial intelligence and anticipated gay
liberation by decades all before his suicide at age forty one this new
york times bestselling biography of the founder of computer science
with a new preface by the author that addresses turing s royal pardon in
2013 is the definitive account of an extraordinary mind and life
capturing both the inner and outer drama of turing s life andrew hodges
tells how turing s revolutionary idea of 1936 the concept of a universal
machine laid the foundation for the modern computer and how turing
brought the idea to practical realization in 1945 with his electronic
design the book also tells how this work was directly related to turing s
leading role in breaking the german enigma ciphers during world war ii
a scientific triumph that was critical to allied victory in the atlantic at
the same time this is the tragic account of a man who despite his
wartime service was eventually arrested stripped of his security
clearance and forced to undergo a humiliating treatment program all for
trying to live honestly in a society that defined homosexuality as a crime
the inspiration for a major motion picture starring benedict
cumberbatch and keira knightley alan turing the enigma is a gripping
story of mathematics computers cryptography and homosexual
persecution

Alan Turing 1983
cited in books for college libraries 3d ed hodges mathematics wadham
college oxford examines both the heroic and tragic sides of turing s life
from his decryption of the german u boat enigma cipher to his tragic
suicide caused in part by his detection as a homosexual and subsequent
mandatory hormone therapy to suppress his libido annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or



Alan Turing: The Enigma 2014-11-10
a new york times bestseller the official book behind the academy award
winning film the imitation game starring benedict cumberbatch and
keira knightley it is only a slight exaggeration to say that the british
mathematician alan turing 1912 1954 saved the allies from the nazis
invented the computer and artificial intelligence and anticipated gay
liberation by decades all before his suicide at age forty one this new
york times bestselling biography of the founder of computer science
with a new preface by the author that addresses turing s royal pardon in
2013 is the definitive account of an extraordinary mind and life
capturing both the inner and outer drama of turing s life andrew hodges
tells how turing s revolutionary idea of 1936 the concept of a universal
machine laid the foundation for the modern computer and how turing
brought the idea to practical realization in 1945 with his electronic
design the book also tells how this work was directly related to turing s
leading role in breaking the german enigma ciphers during world war ii
a scientific triumph that was critical to allied victory in the atlantic at
the same time this is the tragic account of a man who despite his
wartime service was eventually arrested stripped of his security
clearance and forced to undergo a humiliating treatment program all for
trying to live honestly in a society that defined homosexuality as a crime
the inspiration for a major motion picture starring benedict
cumberbatch and keira knightley alan turing the enigma is a gripping
story of mathematics computers cryptography and homosexual
persecution

Alan Turing: Enigma 2017-08-10
alan turing enigma the incredible true story of the man who cracked the
code if you have ever used a computer you owe that joy to alan turing
turing is known by many as the father of the modern computer for his
conception of the theoretical stored memory machine known as the
turing machine and for the subsequent implementation of this idea in
the creation of some of the world s first working computers the
automatic computing engine and the manchester mark 1 impressive as
they are though turing s contributions to computer science are not



necessarily his most famous or influential projects alan turing was one
of the most significant figures in the allied victory of world war two
thanks to his ingenious code breaking skills and the invention of the
british bombe at bletchley park in his later life turing even dabbled in
artificial intelligence and biology creating concepts that are still being
investigated today until recently alan turing had often been overlooked
as an important figure in history thanks to in depth biographies like
andrew hodges alan turing the enigma and film depictions of turing s
life like the imitation game based on hodges book alan turing is quickly
becoming a household name as people begin to recognize that his
contributions to various fields were so influential they actually changed
the course of human history

Alan Turing 2014-09-14
spring 1940 the battle of the atlantic rages vulnerable merchant convoys
are at the mercy of german u boats controlled by a cunning system of
coded messages created by a machine called enigma only one man
believes that these codes can be broken mathematician and bletchley
park cryptanalyst alan turing winston churchill later described turing s
success in breaking the enigma codes as the single biggest contribution
to victory against nazi germany unheralded during his lifetime turing is
now recognized as the father of modern computer science and as
possessing one of the greatest minds of the 20th century drawing on
original source material interviews and photographs this book explores
turing s groundbreaking work as well as revealing the private side of a
complex and unlikely national hero

エニグマ 2015-08-20
あらゆるチューリング評伝のルーツとなった決定版伝記 イミテーション ゲーム 原作 アカデミー賞脚色賞受賞

Alan Turing 1989
the official book behind the academy award winning film the imitation
game starring benedict cumberbatch and keira knightley alan turing
was the mathematician whose cipher cracking transformed the second



world war taken on by british intelligence in 1938 as a shy young
cambridge don he combined brilliant logic with a flair for engineering in
1940 his machines were breaking the enigma enciphered messages of
nazi germany s air force he then headed the penetration of the super
secure u boat communications but his vision went far beyond this
achievement before the war he had invented the concept of the
universal machine and in 1945 he turned this into the first design for a
digital computer turing s far sighted plans for the digital era forged
ahead into a vision for artificial intelligence however in 1952 his
homosexuality rendered him a criminal and he was subjected to
humiliating treatment in 1954 aged 41 alan turing took his own life

Alan Turing: The Enigma 2014-11-19
天才数学者の決定版伝記

チューリング 2013-11
it is only a slight exaggeration to say that the british mathematician alan
turing 1912 1954 saved the allies from the nazis invented the computer
and artificial intelligence and anticipated gay liberation by decades all
before his suicide at age forty one this new york times bestselling
biography of the founder of computer science with a new preface by the
author that addresses turing s royal pardon in 2013 is the definitive
account of an extraordinary mind and life amazon com

Alan Turing 2012
this film tie in tells the true story behind the nail biting race against
time following alan turing pioneer of modern day computing and
credited with cracking the german enigma code and his brilliant team at
britain s top secret code breaking centre bletchley park during the
darkest days of world war ii turing whose contributions and genius
significantly shortened the war saving thousands of lives was the
eventual victim of an unenlightened british establishment but his work
and legacy live on in 1954 aged 41 alan turing committed suicide and
one of britain s greatest scientific minds was lost



The Alan Turing 2014
alan turing enigma ist die biographie des legendären britischen
mathematikers logikers kryptoanalytikers und computerkonstrukteurs
alan mathison turing 1912 1954 turing war einer der bedeutendsten
mathematiker dieses jahrhunderts und eine höchst exzentrische
persönlichkeit er gilt seit seiner 1937 erschienenen arbeit on
computable numbers in der er das prinzip des abstrakten
universalrechners entwickelte als der erfinder des computers er legte
auch die grundlagen für das heute künstliche intelligenz genannte
forschungsgebiet turings zentrale frage kann eine maschine denken war
das motiv seiner arbeit und wird die schlüsselfrage des umgangs mit
dem computer werden die bis 1975 geheimgehaltene tätigkeit turings
für den britischen geheimdienst die zur entschlüsselung des deutschen
funkverkehrs führte trug entscheidend zum verlauf und ausgang des
zweiten weltkriegs bei

Alan Turing, Enigma 1994-11-17
alan turing pioneer of computing and wwii codebreaker is one of the
most important and influential thinkers of the twentieth century in this
volume for the first time his key writings are made available to a broad
non specialist readership they make fascinating reading both in their
own right and for their historic significance contemporary
computational theory cognitive science artificial intelligence and
artificial life all spring from this ground breaking work which is also rich
in philosophical and logical insight an introduction by leading turing
expert jack copeland provides the background and guides the reader
through the selection about alan turing alan turing frs obe 1912 1954
studied mathematics at king s college cambridge he was elected a fellow
of king s in march 1935 at the age of only 22 in the same year he
invented the abstract computing machines now known simply as turing
machines on which all subsequent stored program digital computers are
modelled during 1936 1938 turing continued his studies now at
princeton university he completed a phd in mathematical logic analysing
the notion of intuition in mathematics and introducing the idea of
oracular computation now fundamental in mathematical recursion



theory an oracle is an abstract device able to solve mathematical
problems too difficult for the universal turing machine in the summer of
1938 turing returned to his fellowship at king s when wwii started in
1939 he joined the wartime headquarters of the government code and
cypher school gc cs at bletchley park buckinghamshire building on
earlier work by polish cryptanalysts turing contributed crucially to the
design of electro mechanical machines bombes used to decipher enigma
the code by means of which the german armed forces sought to protect
their radio communications turing s work on the version of enigma used
by the german navy was vital to the battle for supremacy in the north
atlantic he also contributed to the attack on the cyphers known as fish
based on binary teleprinter code fish was used during the latter part of
the war in preference to morse based enigma for the encryption of high
level signals for example messages from hitler and other members of the
german high command it is estimated that the work of gc cs shortened
the war in europe by at least two years turing received the order of the
british empire for the part he played in 1945 the war over turing was
recruited to the national physical laboratory npl in london his brief to
design and develop an electronic computer a concrete form of the
universal turing machine turing s report setting out his design for the
automatic computing engine ace was the first relatively complete
specification of an electronic stored program general purpose digital
computer delays beyond turing s control resulted in npl s losing the race
to build the world s first working electronic stored program digital
computer an honour that went to the royal society computing machine
laboratory at manchester university in june 1948 discouraged by the
delays at npl turing took up the deputy directorship of the royal society
computing machine laboratory in that year turing was a founding father
of modern cognitive science and a leading early exponent of the
hypothesis that the human brain is in large part a digital computing
machine theorising that the cortex at birth is an unorganised machine
which through training becomes organised into a universal machine or
something like it he also pioneered artificial intelligence turing spent
the rest of his short career at manchester university being appointed to
a specially created readership in the theory of computing in may 1953
he was elected a fellow of the royal society of london in march 1951 a
high honour



The Essential Turing 2004-09-10
everyone knows the story of enigma and secret codebreaking in the
second world war the triumph of bletchley park over world class cipher
technology except that excellence in codebreaking was nearly betrayed
by incompetence in codemaking german codebreakers were effective
and allied codes and ciphers were weak with both sides reading each
other s codes the biggest secret of all that the codes had been broken
was now at risk sooner or later on one side or the other the cipher
failures would become known the systems would be changed and the
most valuable source of intelligence would dry up were it not for
obstinacy overconfidence and ostrichism on both sides the germans
demanded that the traitors be rooted out the british stifled cipher
questions beneath a tangle of committees the codebreakers contest
became a struggle to lose the cipher war from the very outset the
enigma secret was one of treachery betrayal and deception this is the
story of the people who fought behind the scenes for cipher security and
of the enigma traitors

Enigma Traitors 2023-11-02
december 1932 in the bathroom of a belgian hotel a french spymaster
photographs top secret documents the operating instructions of the
cipher machine enigma a few weeks later a mathematician in warsaw
begins to decipher the coded communications of the third reich and lays
the foundations for the code breaking operation at bletchley park the co
operation between france britain and poland is given the cover name x y
z december 1942 it is the middle of world war two the polish code
breakers have risked their lives to continue their work inside vichy
france even as an uncertain future faces their homeland now they are on
the run from the gestapo people who know the enigma secret are not
supposed to be in the combat zone so mi6 devises a plan to exfiltrate
them if it goes wrong if they are caught the consequences could be
catastrophic for the allies based on original research and newly released
documents x y z is the exhilarating story of those who risked their lives
to protect the greatest secret of world war two



X, Y and Z 2018-09-03
英字新聞やweb記事 趣味や資格の長文でも 英語を読むのはハードルが高く とかく難しいものと思いがち しかし 英語が書かれる 定
石 を知れば 難解な語句や表現の意味を補いながら あらゆる英文の核心が 一気につかめるようになる 最も大切な部分を瞬時に見抜く法
則から 文章が まとめ や 具体例 に入るサインと そのスマートな活用法まで 快速で英語を読みこなしていくポイントを凝縮した 英文
読解 虎の巻

サバイバル英文読解 2017-06
turing writes on codebreaking with understandable authority and
compelling panache michael smith bestselling author of station x the
enigma cipher was supposed to be the german s impenetrable defence
for its military communications against prying eyes during world war ii
all manner of secrets were entrusted to it when the allies finally
managed to crack the code it heralded a turning point in the war written
by dermot turing the nephew of famous codebreaker alan turing the
enigma story reveals the efforts of the codebreakers at bletchley park
the machines called bombes specially designed to break it and the vast
resources devoted in america to decrypting german messages from the
cloak and dagger heroics of men like hans thilo schmidt and gustave
bertrand to the brilliant mathematical discoveries of men like henryk
zygalski and dilly knox to the fraught decision making of allied high
command the battle for the code was at the heart of the allied victory in
world war ii this extraordinary tale of intrigue ingenuity and courage
brings to life the complete story of the enigma in a lively and
entertaining narrative

The Enigma Story 2022-09-01
a new york times bestseller selected as a 2017 ala yalsa great graphic
novel for teens nonfiction award winning authors jim ottaviani and
leland purvis present a historically accurate graphic novel biography of
english mathematician and scientist alan turing in the imitation game
english mathematician and scientist alan turing 1912 1954 is credited
with many of the foundational principles of contemporary computer
science the imitation game presents a historically accurate graphic
novel biography of turing s life including his groundbreaking work on



the fundamentals of cryptography and artificial intelligence his code
breaking efforts led to the cracking of the german enigma during world
war ii work that saved countless lives and accelerated the allied defeat
of the nazis while turing s achievements remain relevant decades after
his death the story of his life in post war europe continues to fascinate
audiences today award winning duo jim ottaviani the 1 new york times
bestselling author of feynman and primates and artist leland purvis an
eisner and ignatz award nominee and occasional reviewer for the comics
journal present a factually detailed account of turing s life and
groundbreaking research as an unconventional genius who was arrested
tried convicted and punished for being openly gay and whose innovative
work still fuels the computing and communication systems that define
our modern world computer science buffs comics fans and history
aficionados will be captivated by this riveting and tragic story of one of
the 20th century s most unsung heroes

Alan Turing 2014
have you ever wished that you could do something heroic to help your
country when alan turing was a boy he was fascinated by math and
science later turing s math skills would help great britain win world war
ii turing s parents and teachers thought he d be better off dropping
math in favor of more gentlemanly studies such as literature and latin
but he stuck with it and by the start of world war ii in 1939 he was ready
to take on the biggest challenge his country faced nazi germany turing
put his advanced knowledge of math to work decoding secret german
messages his ideas not only helped great britain turn the tide of the war
they provided the foundation upon which much of modern computing
and artificial intelligence is based

The Imitation Game 2016-03-22
hundreds of movies and thousands of books have been written about the
heroes of world war ii for dozens of years however few people knew
about one of the greatest heroes of the war a mild mannered eccentric
mathematician from the university of cambridge this man an undeniable
genius whose later life was plagued by controversy and tragedy



probably played a greater role in the eventual allied victory than anyone
else until quite recently his contribution to the war effort was barely
recognized everyone s heard of churchill eisenhower montgomery
patton and even de gaulle but far fewer have ever heard of alan turing
this is his incredible story

Code-Breaker and Mathematician Alan
Turing 2018-01-01
written by a distinguished cast of contributors alan turing life and
legacy of a great thinker is the definitive collection of essays in
commemoration of the 90th birthday of alan turing this fascinating text
covers the rich facets of his life thoughts and legacy but also sheds some
light on the future of computing science with a chapter contributed by
visionary ray kurzweil winner of the 1999 national medal of technology
further important contributions come from the philosopher daniel
dennett the turing biographer andrew hodges and from the
distinguished logician martin davis who provides a first critical essay on
an emerging and controversial field termed hypercomputation

Turing 2014-06-23
alan turing was an extraordinary man who crammed into his 42 years
the careers of mathematician codebreaker computer scientist and
biologist he is widely regarded as a war hero grossly mistreated by his
unappreciative country and it has become hard to disentangle the real
man from the story now dermot turing has taken a fresh look at the
influences on his uncle s life and creativity and the creation of a legend
he discloses the real character behind the cipher text answering
questions that help the man emerge from his legacy how did alan s
childhood experiences influence him how did his creative ideas evolve
was he really a solitary genius what was his wartime work after 1942
and what of the enigma story what is the truth about the conviction for
gross indecency and did he commit suicide in alan turing decoded
dermot s vibrant and entertaining approach to the life and work of a
true genius makes this a fascinating and authoritative read



Alan Turing: Life and Legacy of a Great
Thinker 2013-06-29
in this 2013 winner of the prestigious r r hawkins award from the
association of american publishers as well as the 2013 prose awards for
mathematics and best in physical sciences mathematics also from the
aap readers will find many of the most significant contributions from the
four volume set of the collected works of a m turing these contributions
together with commentaries from current experts in a wide spectrum of
fields and backgrounds provide insight on the significance and
contemporary impact of alan turing s work offering a more modern
perspective than anything currently available alan turing his work and
impact gives wide coverage of the many ways in which turing s scientific
endeavors have impacted current research and understanding of the
world his pivotal writings on subjects including computing artificial
intelligence cryptography morphogenesis and more display continued
relevance and insight into today s scientific and technological landscape
this collection provides a great service to researchers but is also an
approachable entry point for readers with limited training in the science
but an urge to learn more about the details of turing s work 2013 winner
of the prestigious r r hawkins award from the association of american
publishers as well as the 2013 prose awards for mathematics and best in
physical sciences mathematics also from the aap named a 2013 notable
computer book in computing milieux by computing reviews affordable
key collection of the most significant papers by a m turing commentary
explaining the significance of each seminal paper by preeminent leaders
in the field additional resources available online

Alan Turing Decoded 2021-11-04
everyone knows the story of the codebreaker and computer science
pioneer alan turing except when dermot turing is asked about his
famous uncle people want to know more than the bullet points of his life
they want to know everything was alan turing actually a codebreaker
what did he make of artificial intelligence what is the significance of
alan turing s trial his suicide the royal pardon the 50 note and the film



the imitation game in reflections of alan turing dermot strips off the
layers to uncover the real story it s time to discover a fresh legacy of
alan turing for the twenty first century

Alan Turing: His Work and Impact
2013-03-18
in 1940 as world war ii raged in europe a twenty eight year old british
mathematician named alan turing quietly worked to unravel the mystery
of the german enigma cipher turing s success in breaking enigma gave
the allies unprecedented access to nazi secrets and helped influence the
outcome of the war in the years that followed turing joined the race to
build the world s first electronic programmable computers alan turing is
widely recognized today as the father of computer science
mathematician codebreaker computer scientist philosopher and
biologist alan turing was all of these yet the extraordinary feats stand in
sharp contrast to the shy hesitant person who accomplished them his
untimely death in 1954 went largely unnoticed around the world only
later would alan turing s groundbreaking contributions to math and
science be fully appreciated book jacket

Reflections of Alan Turing 2021-04-22
are you a movie fan looking forward to seeing the imitation game
starring benedict cumberbatch or a world war ii buff with a particular
interest in code breaking alan turing the man who winston churchill
described as the single biggest contributor to the allied victory over the
nazis was a genius of our lifetime and father of the modern day
computer that we can now sit and read books on a computer screen is
largely thanks to his early work developing the world s first computer
his code breaking efforts during the second world war are thought to
have brought forward the end of the war by two years a remarkable
achievement recently recognition of turing s work has exploded
bletchley park where turing worked during wwii has been restored it
now acts as a major tourist destination and place of historical interest
turing s story has also now been dramatized in a major new movie
starring actor of the moment benedict cumberbatch the imitation game



has received rave early reviews and is currently on short lists for oscar
success cumberbatch best known to us as the inimitable detective in the
british tv series sherlock brings this intriguing and heroic man to life
with his own unique acting style in doing so he tells his story to a
generation who need to know just what he achieved and how much he
changed the world but what was this strange socially awkward man
painfully inept at the common niceties of life really about the bletchley
park enigma 200 facts on the story of alan turing that inspired the
smash hit movie the imitation game starring benedict cumberbatch
details the real life story of alan turing his ground breaking work his
complexities the ultimate tragedy of his life and his posthumous success
you will learn about his early work code breaking at bletchley park the
post war years the tragedy of his personal life efforts to pardon him and
honor his work news about the imitation game and benedict
cumberbatch all this put down in a rapid reading format so that you can
absorb it super quick this is a great companion book to the movie don t
delay pick up your copy of the bletchley park enigma 200 facts on the
story of alan turing that inspired the smash hit movie the imitation game
starring benedict cumberbatch right away

Alan Turing 2007-05
alan turing ranks as one of the most brilliant of twentieth century
mathematicians he is perhaps best known as one of the founding fathers
of two fields of mathematics with enormous implications in the modern
world computer science and artificial intelligence in addition turing s
work in decoding the german spy machine known as the enigma was
arguably one of the most important accomplishments in bringing world
war ii to a successful conclusion for the united states great britain and
their allies

The Bletchley Park Enigma 2014-11-03
鞄一つで世界中を放浪しながら1日19時間 数学の問題に没頭した天才数学者エルデシュ 83歳で死ぬまでに発表した論文は1500
有史以来どんな数学者よりもたくさんの問題を解き しかもどれもが重要なものであったという アインシュタインを感服させ 奇才ゲーデ
ルを励ました数学界の伝説的人物エルデシュは 子供とコーヒーと 何よりも数学を愛した やさしさと機知に富んだ天才のたぐいまれな生
涯をたどる



Alan Turing 2003-07-08
alan turing was one of the most influential thinkers of the 20th century
he created one of the first designs for a stored program computer and is
widely considered to be the father of computer science and artificial
intelligence during world war ii turing worked for the government code
and cypher school at bletchley park britain s codebreaking centre where
he was responsible for breaking german naval codes including the
supposedly unbreakable enigma code and helping the atlantic convoys
avoid german u boat attacks this work probably shortened world war ii
by up to four years saving millions of lives this is the story of the
amazing life and work of a british hero and one of the greatest thinkers
of the 20th century

放浪の天才数学者エルデシュ 2011-10
alan turing was an extraordinary man who crammed into a life of only 42
years the careers of mathematician codebreaker computer scientist and
biologist he is widely regarded as a war hero grossly mistreated by his
unappreciative country and it has become hard to disentangle the real
man from the story it is easy to cast him as a misfit the stereotypical
professor but actually alan turing was never a professor and his
nickname prof was given by his codebreaking friends at bletchley park
now alan turing s nephew dermot turing has taken a fresh look at the
influences on alan turing s life and creativity and the later creation of a
legend for the first time it is possible to disclose the real character
behind the cipher text how did alan s childhood experiences influence
the man who were the influential figures in alan s formative years how
did his creative ideas evolve was he really a solitary asocial genius what
was his wartime work after 1942 and why was it kept even more secret
than the enigma story what is the truth about alan turing s conviction
for gross indecency and did he commit suicide what is the significance
of the royal pardon granted in 2013 in dermot s own style he takes a
vibrant and entertaining approach to the life and work of a true genius



The imitation game. L'enigma di Alan
Turing 2016-10
michael olinick has written a vibrant and absorbing biography of alan
turing turing s work as a cryptographer during ww ii and his pioneering
development of the digital computer helped us win that war and make
our technology driven world of today possible all this against the
backdrop of the homophobic world turing tried to navigate joseph
malkevitch professor of mathematics at york college cuny and cuny
graduate center alan turing 1912 1954 was born in london and showed
signs of genius from a very young age turing was just 24 when he
devised the theory that led to the development of modern computers
and he went on to achieve major breakthroughs in probability number
theory cryptology and mathematical biology his codebreaking efforts
during world war ii allowed the british to decipher secret german
communications effectively shortening the war and saving millions of
lives yet instead of being celebrated for his accomplishments turing was
prosecuted for being a homosexual and was forced to undergo hormone
treatments designed to reduce his sexual drive turing died of cyanide
poisoning in 1954 at the age of 41 a tragic end to a brilliant life and an
event that remains mysterious to this day in simply turing professor
michael olinick recounts the life and work of a man who along with
newton and darwin is considered one of the three most influential british
scientists of all time prof olinick provides an accessible explanation of
turing s monumental achievements while introducing us to the friends
colleagues and rivals who shared his life and exploring the controversy
surrounding his death for anyone interested in the beginnings of our
computer defined age or anyone who wants a better understanding of
why lgbtq rights are so important simply turing is an indispensable and
fascinating introduction to a man who was both ahead of his time and a
tragic victim of it

Alan Turing 2013-11-07
計算可能性理論を確立し 人工知能の父とも謳われる天才数学者 暗号機 エニグマ を解読し世界を救った天才の知られざる素顔とは



Prof: Alan Turing Decoded 2015-09-15
the story of alan turing the persecuted genius who helped break the
enigma code and create the modern computer to solve one of the great
mathematical problems of his day alan turing proposed an imaginary
programmable calculating machine but the idea of actually producing a
thinking machine did not crystallise until he and his brilliant bletchley
park colleagues built devices to crack the nazis enigma code thus
ensuring the allied victory in the second world war in so doing turing
became a champion of artificial intelligence formulating the famous and
still unbeaten turing test that challenges our ideas of human
consciousness but turing s work was cut short when as an openly gay
man in a time when homosexuality was illegal in britain he was
apprehended by the authorities and sentenced to a treatment that
amounted to chemical castration ultimately it lead to his suicide and it
wasn t until 2013 after many years of campaigning that he received a
posthumous royal pardon with a novelist s sensitivity david leavitt
portrays turing in all his humanity his eccentricities his brilliance his
fatal candour while elegantly explaining his work and its implications

Simply Turing 2021-01-03
alan turing has long proved a subject of fascination but following the
centenary of his birth in 2012 the code breaker computer pioneer
mathematician and much more has become even more celebrated with
much media coverage and several meetings conferences and books
raising public awareness of turing s life and work this volume will bring
together contributions from some of the leading experts on alan turing
to create a comprehensive guide to turing that will serve as a useful
resource for researchers in the area as well as the increasingly
interested general reader the book will cover aspects of turing s life and
the wide range of his intellectual activities including mathematics code
breaking computer science logic artificial intelligence and mathematical
biology as well as his subsequent influence



マンガエニグマに挑んだ天才数学者チューリング 2015-04
alan turing is regarded as one of the greatest scientists of the 20th
century but who was turing and what did he achieve during his
tragically short life of 41 years best known as the genius who broke
germany s most secret codes during the war of 1939 45 turing was also
the father of the modern computer today all who click to open are
familiar with the impact of turing s ideas here b jack copeland provides
an account of turing s life and work exploring the key elements of his
life story in tandem with his leading ideas and contributions the book
highlights turing s contributions to computing and to computer science
including artificial intelligence and artificial life and the emphasis
throughout is on the relevance of his work to modern developments the
story of his contributions to codebreaking during the second world war
is set in the context of his thinking about machines as is the account of
his work in the foundations of mathematics

The Man Who Knew Too Much 2015-01-22
englischsprachiger lektüreband für sprachniveau a2 auf der grundlage
eines films der sich um den mathematiker jack turing dreht dem die
entschlüsselung der legendären enigma maschine im 2 weltkrieg gelang
mit vielen farbfotos aufgaben und audio cd

The Turing Guide 2017-02-16
meet alan turing famous mathematician cryptographer and superhero
this next book in the my super science heroes series shares the amazing
story of alan turing and how he used his astonishing superpower of
curiosity to overcome obstacles and solve problems this series is
scientifically vetted and promoted by the marie curie alumni association
which promotes the worldwide advancement of knowledge one sunny
day in june 1912 a new super science hero was born he hadn t figured
out he was a super science hero though everyone else around him was
pretty sure about this early on his name was alan turing as alan grows
and gains more and more knowledge super evil nemesis decides to call
on his minion ms enigma to confound and confuse alan but alan likes



puzzles and isn t easy to defeat follow along as alan uses his super
curiosity to discover patterns crack codes and save the world includes a
glossary timeline activities and bonus facts about ciphers and codes

Turing 2014
december 1932in the bathroom of a belgian hotel a french spymaster
photographs secret documents operating instructions of the cipher
machine enigma a few weeks later a mathematician in warsaw begins to
decipher the coded communications of the third reich and lay the
foundations for the code breaking operation at bletchley park the co
operation between france britain and poland is given the cover name x y
z december 1942it is the middle of world war ii the polish code breakers
are in france on the run from the gestapo people who know the enigma
secret are not supposed to be in the combat zone for fear of capture so
mi6 devises a plan to exfiltrate them if it goes wrong if they are caught
they could give away the greatest secret of the war x y z describes how
french british and polish secret services came together to unravel the
enigma machine it tells of how under the very noses of the germans
enigma code breaking continued in vichy france and how code breakers
from poland continued their work for her majesty s secret service
watching the ussr s first steps of the cold war the people of x y and z
were eccentric colourful and caught up in world events that they could
watch not control this is their story

The Imitation Game 2015

Alan Turing and the Power of Curiosity
2021-03-01

X, Y & Z 2021-04-05
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